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                       Information for families 

 

Children’s discounts (only scheduled trips): 
 

  Children up to 5 years of age travel free when accompanied by an adult.  
  Children from 6 to 17 years old receive a 50% discount on the adult price*. 
  In order to check the age please show the ID-Card of the children. 

 
Family discount (only Grand tour and Southern tour):  
 

When accompanied by a full-paying adult (Mum, Dad, Grandma or Grandpa), 
the first own child or grandchild, from 6 to 17 years old, pays children`s rate.      
All further children/grandchildren from 6 to 17 years old pay per route only       
1,00 € each. As part of the family discount, we transport children's bicycles free 
of charge. In order to check the age please show the ID-Card of the children. 
 

Transport of buggies and bicycles:  
 

  Kid’s buggies are generally transported free of charge.  
  Bicycles are transported for a small fee. Bicycles can only be transported on  

     Lines A and B. These lines are served by the larger boats with catering. On  
     some days, however, on Line B a small boat is used, then bicycle transport is  
     not possible (due to blocking of the escape routes).  

  Bicycles with kid’s trailers are also transported. The fee is payable only for the  
     bicycle. Boarding the boats with a bike trailer can be a little problematic. To  
     make boarding across the narrow piers smooth, the trailer must be separated    
     from the bicycle. 
 

Please understand that it is not possible to take unlimited buggies and bicycles. 
This is always dependent on the passenger volume. Cargobikes are not trans-
ported. 

 
Children's play facilities: 
 

The two identical vessels MS TEGERNSEE and MS ROTTACH-EGERN have a 
play ship on the outdoor deck. These boats operate on Lines A and B (large 
round trips). Sometimes, Line B is served by a small boat with no children's play 
facilities. 

  
Catering on board: 
 

There is catering available onboard on the Grand tour - Line A and usually also 
Line B. Here, you can buy ice cream, drinks and snacks. 
 


